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Understanding Dynamic Social Grouping
Behaviors of Pedestrians
Linan Feng, Student Member, IEEE, and Bir Bhanu, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—There have been many studies in the literature on so-
cial group recognition of crowds of pedestrians. However, most of
these studies have approached the problem from a static point of
view. A study on the dynamic property of social groups among
people over time can provide signiﬁcant insight into human behav-
iors and events. Inspired by sociological models of human collec-
tive behavior, in this work, we present a framework for character-
izing hierarchical social groups based on evolving tracklet interac-
tion network (ETIN) where the tracklets of pedestrians are repre-
sented as nodes and the their grouping behaviors are captured by
the edges with associated weights. We use non-overlapping snap-
shots of the interaction network and develop the framework for a
uniﬁed dynamic group identiﬁcation and tracklet association. The
approach is evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively on videos of
pedestrian scenes where manually labeled ground-truth is given.
The results of our approach are consistent to human-perceived dy-
namic social groups of the crowd. The performance analysis of our
method shows that the approach is scalable and it provides situa-
tional awareness in a real-world scenarios.
Index Terms—Dynamic social grouping behavior, pedestrian so-
cial groups, tracklet interaction network.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a video clip recording a number of pedestrianswalking in an outdoor (indoor) environment such as a
square (hall). Imagine an algorithm that is able to analyze the
video and answer the questions like: Are these people evacu-
ating from an emergent situation? Are they gathering for a spe-
cial event? By just looking at each individual it could be very
hard to train the computers to understand these high-level con-
cepts from the low-level visual representations. In this paper we
introduce a new model for analyzing social behaviors among
pedestrians: rather than treating each person in isolation, we
analyze their social grouping behaviors so as to reinforce the
recognition of movements of each individual in a group. Our
approach is inspired by recent achievements in computer vision
and pattern recognition where the correlations of semantic or
geometrical concepts are utilized as extra contextual informa-
tion for recognizing objects in complex scenes [1]. In our work,
pedestrian detection and interactions are enforced by taking the
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advantage of contextual information that comes from within-
group positional, velocity and directional distance consistences.
This provides our approach the robustness to pedestrian walking
behavior analysis from dynamic cluttered background, occlu-
sions among pedestrians, illumination and viewpoint changes,
or the variations of backgrounds caused by mobile cameras such
as smart-phones.
It is important to understand the collective social behaviors at
a group level in many real-world scenarios. For example, people
tend to participate or leave an event with herding behavior [2].
When crowd of people evacuate from an emergent situation,
they leave with the members in their original group [3], the di-
rection of the group is usually determined by the fastest member
and the speed of the group is limited by the slowest member
[4]. Computer vision techniques, such as multi-people tracking
in crowded scenes [5], [6], crowd segmentation [7] have made
tremendous progress in recent years and they provide the oppor-
tunities to solve real-world challenging problems such as recog-
nition of human behaviors at the activity and event level that far
exceeds the conventional capabilities of a surveillance system.
In this paper, we attempt to achieve a higher level under-
standing of crowd behaviors in terms of social groups and in-
teraction patterns that are displayed while they are traveling to-
gether. A social group of pedestrians consists of people with
shared walking patterns such as change of directions, change
of speeds, avoiding obstacles, etc. [8]. In particular, we explic-
itly explore the dynamic properties of social groups that cap-
ture the spatio-temporal changes such as splitting and merging
of people. Determining the dynamic group structure of a crowd
provides the basis for further high-level analysis of events in-
volving social interactions within and across groups.
We propose to detect the social groups of pedestrians based
upon the state-of-the-art pedestrian detector and reliable tracklet
generation techniques. Our main contribution, is that we explore
the evolving social group property among tracklets in a network
structure, which we call “evolving tracklet interaction network”
(ETIN). Based on the social psychological models of collec-
tive behavior, the reliable tracklets generated from detection re-
sponses are represented as nodes in ETIN with incident edges
indicating the social interactions and grouping behaviors (see
Fig. 1). The signiﬁcance of social grouping behavior between
nodes is deﬁned by the edge weights. Tracklets from pedestrians
in a potential group will have denser spatio-temporal co-occur-
rences reﬂected by larger edge weights in ETIN compared to the
tracklets from the pedestrians outside the group. We also pro-
pose to address the dynamic changes of social groups in ETIN
explicitly which is similar to detecting evolving communities
that exist in many common social networks such as Facebook
and Twitter.
We validate our framework extensively on multiple video
datasets that are collected from indoor/outdoor public scenes
1932-4553 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Left: A real-world video frame (from CAVIAR dataset) shows that
people are walking in groups. Individuals and related trajectories are labeled
with numbers and the potential social groups among them are marked in dif-
ferent colors. Right: A snapshot restored from evolving tracklet interaction net-
work (ETIN) representation at a given time interval (top) and a hierarchical
social group structure discovered by the proposed approach (bottom).
with elevated viewpoints which is the typical setting of surveil-
lance cameras. We compare the results from our group under-
standing algorithms with manually labeled ground-truth group
IDs in a quantitative way. Our work builds upon the recently
proposed techniques in the literature on tracking by detection
responses and tracklet association [9]–[14].Our contributions
are four-fold:
1. We propose a novel evolving tracklet interaction network
(ETIN) to depict social grouping behaviors of pedestrians
from reliably built tracklets of individuals which embody
meaningful spatio-temporal interactions of individuals.
2. We explicitly explore the dynamic property of social
groups by providing adaptation schemes for nodes and
edges in ETIN representation. Our approach has not only
the power of updating the network of tracklets in a very
efﬁcient manner, but also has the ability to trace the evo-
lution of the network over time.
3. We introduce a novel modularity optimization based
group detection algorithm that detects the hierarchical
social group structure with a distance metric reﬂecting
the spatio-temporal interactions among the pedestrians.
We also provide a uniﬁed framework that addresses social
group detection reﬁnement and pedestrian tracklet associ-
ation in an iterative manner.
4. Experimental results and comparison with current tech-
niques using several datasets show that our approach is ro-
bust in medium crowd-density scenarios. We ﬁnd agree-
ment between the predicted social groups and the human-
understanding of the group structures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
background and related work in Section II. In Section III we ﬁrst
outline our social grouping behavior understanding framework
and then describe in detail each of its major parts. In Section IV,
we report test results from our system on the real-life pedestrian
videos. Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section explains why analyzing social grouping behav-
iors of pedestrians is important for understanding high-level ac-
tivities and events and reviews the related work in both com-
puter vision research for crowd scene analysis and multi-people
tracking, and graph partition/clustering techniques for social
network analysis.
A. Recognizing Social Groups in Computer Vision
With the increasing need for surveillance systems monitoring
and detecting activities of interests in mass events with their
continuing growth in size and frequency, the study of social
grouping behavior of pedestrians by using computer vision
techniques has become a popular research area [15]–[20].
When people walk, they naturally form groups with smaller
distances to the members in the same group and larger distances
to the people outside the group [2]. An interesting discovery
by MacPhail shows that 89% of people attend events in groups
and 94% of them leave with the people they come with [21].
Members in the same group often share same walking be-
haviorals, known as the collective behavior of pedestrians [22],
such as change of direction and speed, way of avoiding obstacle,
etc., that describes the distinctive and dramatic features of group
trajectories and of individual trajectories within groups. In turn,
groups can be determined based on the individual spatial lo-
cation, cardinality and velocity [68]. Recent research efforts
[23]–[25] have suggested that social groups that exhibit col-
lective behaviors can be used to improve the understanding of
social events in video sequences involving interactions among
groups, especially in the cases where the cameras have ele-
vated viewports and monitor crowded environments in which
pedestrians are still discernible while partial body occlusions
happen frequently. In the context of role understanding of social
groups in video sequences, many approaches [26]–[31] have
been proposed that combine sociological analysis and computer
vision techniques to detect and recognize the behaviors of social
groups by using key frames extracted from a video.
There is recent evidence that more efﬁcient algorithms can
be developed based on the recognition of high-level social
groups detected in a hierarchical structure [32], [33]. The social
grouping behavior of people shopping together is captured
and evaluated by analyzing the inter-body distances [34]. The
velocity similarity has been applied in [35], [36] to group
people together for motion prediction and tracking. Ge et al.
[37] identify small groups of pedestrians based on pre-detected
trajectories, however, unlike our approach, they model the so-
cial grouping behavior in a pairwise manner, and they overlook
the dynamic structural changes of the social groups (merge,
split, appear, disappear, etc. [70]).
B. Multi-Pedestrian Detection and Tracking
We propose to understand the social grouping behavior based
on current computer vision techniques for pedestrian detection,
multi-people tracking and data association to concatenate short
tracks into longer reliable trajectories passing through the scene.
State-of-the-art multi-people tracking approaches can be cate-
gorized into two classes based on the time sensitivity: real-time
tracking and time-delayed tracking. In real-time tracking, the
detection responses and the correspondences among them are
usually jointly estimated and updated for each frame by using
the information acquired from previous frame. Techniques such
as particle ﬁlter are often adopted [38], [66] to estimate the in-
termediate states. Many approaches in this category focus on
tracking each target separately [39] and they tend to fail when
encountered with challenging situations involving from inter-
people and scene occlusions, illumination or appearance vari-
ations and abrupt motion changes. However, there are also ap-
proaches such as [66] that jointly track individuals and groups
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and demonstrate that individual tracking can be improved by
group tracking and vice versa.
For the approaches in time-delayed tracking category,
multiple targets are tracked simultaneously [40], [41]. The de-
tection responses produced by pedestrian detectors are formed
into tracklets and the ﬁnal tracks are obtained by associating
the tracklets at different granularities [42]. The association of
tracklets is addressed by global optimization solutions such
as K-shortest path [43], Hungarian algorithm [42], CRF [44]
and cost-ﬂow network [45]. The occlusions are modeled as
merging and splitting of tracklets and solved by using Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [14]. Most of these approaches
generally do not use high-level semantics such as social groups
to improve data-association for tracking.
Discovering the interactions among pedestrians to improve
tracking in crowded scenes has become a new trend of research
in the literature. Solmaz et al. [67] introduced an approach that
identiﬁes individual/group behaviors without any object detec-
tion, tracking or training steps. Pelligrini et al. [19] proposed a
dynamic model for tracking people in complex scenes that ex-
ploit the social interactions such as attraction and repulsion. Ac-
cording to recent research by Moussa et al. [2], 70% of people
in a crowd walk in groups. The grouping property of pedestrians
is explicitly analyzed in the computer vision ﬁeld in [4]. Specif-
ically, groups are used as contextual knowledge for trajectory
prediction and reﬁnement [12], [36].
C. Finding Social Groups in Networks
Network structure has drawn great attention in analyzing so-
cial relationships between people. Network structures are pro-
posed in [26], [30] as interaction graph where individuals are in-
dicated by the nodes and the edges between them are weighted
by their relatedness in either social or visual sense. A different
type of network is presented in [69] with edges express the prob-
ability of individuals belonging to a group.
A very common property in many realistic complex networks
such as social networks and biological networks is known
as the community structure [46], [47], i.e., the nodes in the
network naturally divide into groups with denser connections
inside each group and looser connections among groups. In
our tracklet interaction network, the nodes and edges represent
pedestrian tracklets and their social grouping behavior, respec-
tively, and the social groups can be viewed as the communities
in the network.
Traditional algorithms for detecting groups of nodes in a
network can be categorized into partition based methods [48],
hierarchical clustering algorithms which can be further clas-
siﬁed into agglomerative (e.g., [49]) and divisive (e.g., [50])
algorithms, spectral algorithms [51], modularity-based methods
[52], and dynamic algorithms [53]. In most of the work [48],
[49], [52] the edges are unweighted in the problem domains,
thus, additional computing is required, e.g., in [54] the edge
weight is deﬁned by the number of non-independent paths
between nodes which can be computed using polynomial-time
“max-ﬂow” algorithms, and in [46] it is deﬁned by Freeman's
edge betweenness centrality. However, in our network the edge
weights are computed directly from the distance metric deﬁned
on the spatio-temporal relations between tracklets. As a single
node (tracklet of pedestrian) can be present in multiple groups
simultaneously (the uncertainty of social groups, for example,
a tracklet has equal distances to the other two tracklets), this
results in the overlapping of groups, or the sharing of nodes
between groups. There are techniques devoted to solve this
problem in recent network analysis research [55], [56].
Nodes and edge weights can change over time when the video
sequence proceeds. The emergence of new groups as well as the
growth, split, merge, and death of old groups can occur over
time. As compared to the other algorithms, modularity based
approaches have been demonstrated to be the most effective in
ﬁnding good partitions in an efﬁcient manner in large networks,
and they can address weighting, overlapping and evolving prob-
lems in a network [57], therefore, we adopt modularity-based
approach in our work to ﬁnd the social groups from tracklet in-
teraction networks.
Our work in this paper provides a novel way for social
grouping behavior understanding by representing tracklets
of pedestrians and their correlations in a network structure
which is original in the ﬁeld. We also provide a framework
that iteratively reﬁnes the pedestrian tracklet association and
social group detection. Our method differs in three ways from
the related work of social group recognition: (1) We detect
groups in different sizes. In addition, our detected groups are
generated in a hierarchical form where groups are captured
at different granularities. (2) Our model explicitly handles
dynamic changes of social groups, i.e., merging and splitting,
in an effective and efﬁcient manner. (3) Our model is built upon
tracking by detection techniques where reliable short-term
trajectories, or tracklets are available. The social grouping
behaviors are, therefore, captured for a period of time in a
consistent manner.
III. TECHNICAL APPROACH
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the main focus of this work is to un-
derstand the dynamic social grouping behavior of pedestrians
by using surveillance videos and developing techniques which
provide an automated way to quantitatively analyze videos in-
stead of spending hundreds of person hours to watch and manu-
ally labeling them.We name our approach the Evolving Tracklet
Interaction Network (ETIN) based dynamic social grouping be-
havior analysis.
The walking behaviors of pedestrians are represented by
their trajectories in the frames. However, it is often a non-trivial
task to acquire reasonable trajectories in an automated way
for pedestrians in a crowded or semi-crowded environment,
because of the occlusions among pedestrians. In this regard, it
becomes necessary to track people in a given video for a few
seconds without occlusions and yield short-term trajectories,
called tracklets, and hypothesize pedestrian groups based on
these reliable tracklets. The next step is to merge and link these
tracklets into long-term trajectories using the detected social
groups as contextual information. The hypothesis is that pedes-
trians in the same group should have very similar trajectories.
If some of the trajectories are broken because of occlusion,
the rest of the trajectories that are complete in the same group
can place useful constraints on associating the fragments. This
step plays a critical role in accurately detecting long-term
groups and their dynamic changes in the future. We, therefore,
provide an uniﬁed framework that iteratively discovers social
groups from reliable tracklets and identify stable and coherent
trajectories of pedestrians that beneﬁts from the group contexts.
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of our evolving tracklet interaction network (ETIN) framework for understanding social grouping behavior of pedestrians.
We represent the interactions among tracklets by using the
proposed evolving tracklet interaction network (ETIN) and de-
tect social groups using the modularity-based algorithms. Each
tracklet is initialized as a node with corresponding information
such as the starting and ending frames of the tracklet that is in-
corporated into ETIN. The relationship between existing nodes
and the new node is measured by the edge weights based on
the spatio-temporal interactions of the tracklets. Existing edges
also need to be updated each time a new node is incorporated
because of the transitive property of social grouping behavior,
i.e., the social interactions between two existing nodes should
be strengthened when a new node is appended with strong con-
nections to both nodes. In order to reduce the time complexity
of updating edge weights, we propose an efﬁcient algorithm that
takes advantage of the prior social group information and update
the edges in an accelerated way.
To study the dynamic property of social groups such as for-
mation, termination, splitting andmerging, it is essential to char-
acterize the transitions that go through a network at different
time instants along the video. For this purpose, we utilize tem-
poral snapshots to review static versions of the evolving net-
work at different time intervals by applying time sliding win-
dows in the network. In each snapshot, the nodes are kept that
have some temporal overlaps with the time sliding window with
corresponding edges. The social groups are then detected from
the static ETIN for this speciﬁc time interval. This is formulated
as a community detection problem and solved by modularity
optimization that maximizes the within-group connections and
minimizes the between-group connections. In the following we
describe major components of the system shown in Fig. 2.
A. Preprocessing Module
We detect pedestrians in each frame using pre-trained de-
formable part-based detector [58]. In order to lower the per-
centage of false positives, we explicitly tune the detector to
exclude partially occluded people. We also remove detection re-
sponses that are of inappropriate sizes as judged by camera cali-
bration. The detections are chained together in a dual-threshold/
conﬂicting pairs data association step to generate short-term
tracklets [10]. The output is a set of tracklets that eliminate iden-
tity switches.
B. Evolving Tracklet Interaction Network
For each tracklet from the output of above pro-
cedure, we record the attributes in the format of
, where is an
unique number used as the index of the tracklet, are
the corresponding starting and ending frames, tuple
records the centroid of detection projected onto the ground
plane and the estimated velocity vector at a given time instant
(frame) . We initialize nodes and incorporate them into TIN
for the tracklets in the order of their attribute. Each node
is also assigned with the corresponding tracklet's attributes. The
interactions between individual nodes are modeled as pairwise
spatio-temporal co-occurrences and we represent them as edges
in the network. Edge weight indicates the signiﬁcance of a
speciﬁc interaction. For a given pair of tracklets, we categorize
their interaction into two types based on whether they have a
temporal overlap: 1) interaction of tracklets with overlap and
2) interaction of tracklets without overlap.
For the first type of interaction, we deﬁne the temporal
overlap as of length frames. The inter-
action between two tracklets is measured by the weighted sum
of aggregated positional, velocity and directional distances.
Given two tracklets and , the distances are deﬁned as:
(1)
where and are scaling factors for tuning the aggregated
distance. The double vertical bar ( ) represents the norm
of a vector. All the three distance measures are scaled into the
range by exponential normalization. Aggregating the dis-
tances over time increases the robustness for capturing dynamic
social grouping behaviors. Tracklets that are closer to each other
and have similar velocities and directions for a longer time will
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Fig. 3. Two types of tracklet interactions are shown in the left and right side.
The two tracklets with overlapped interaction are marked in red and the other
tracklet without overlap is marked in purple. The importance of the interaction
is either calculated based on their positional, velocity and directional distances
based on the temporal overlapping interval or the distances based on the pro-
jected overlapping interval.
yield smaller distances. The ﬁnal pairwise interaction is deﬁned
as:
(2)
where and are the weights to adjust the importance of
each factor. We use equal weights in our setting to combine the
three distance measure into a ﬁnal tracklet interaction impor-
tance measure that is computed over the temporal interval of
overlap.
For non-overlapping tracklets and , suppose
and the time interval where is
a threshold, we determine the potential spatio-temporal interac-
tion between them in the projected overlap interval
based on the motion model. Let , we estimate
the centroids of both tracklets at frame by (3).
(3)
The velocities are assumed to be constant in the interval and
represented by and .We compute the interaction im-
portance for the second type of interaction by replacing the pa-
rameters in (1) with and ,
and repeat (2). Finally, the computed values from (2) are used
as the edge weights between pairs of nodes representing the
tracklets in ETIN. The two types of tracklet interaction and the
distances are illustrated in Fig. 3. The interaction importance
is used as the edge weights when connecting two nodes repre-
senting the tracklets in the ETIN.
For each new node, respective edges are added based on the
conditions for a non-negative threshold .
However, the edge weights between existing nodes also need to
be updated because of the social group transitivity. For example,
two existing nodes initially have a small interaction de-
gree. When a new node is added, both and are large
which implies a high probability that and are in a social
group, so are and . And if , in this
case, should be in a same group and also needs to
be modiﬁed accordingly.
Consider existing nodes and a new
node , we can calculate for any pair of
nodes , and compare if ,
. However, if the number of nodes in
Fig. 4. The new node incorporation and edge updating scheme for the evolving
ETIN. (a) The original ETIN. (b) Detection the social groups among nodes
based on the modularity optimization. The symmetric Hausdorff similarity is
calculated for each pair of groups. (c) When a new node is added, the
interactions to other nodes are computed only for the nodes in the groups that
have distances to below a certain threshold.
the network is large, the computation will take a lot of time.
In order to reduce the computational cost, we propose a group
detection based node incorporation and edge updating scheme
as illustrated in Fig. 4.
First, we denote the constructed ETIN at current frame
as . We detect the groups of nodes using the approach
proposed in Section III-C and the groups are represented as
. Further, we compute the intergroup closeness
between any pair of groups by the symmetric Hausdorff sim-
ilarity measure where
is deﬁned by (4).
(4)
where the sort function arrange in descending order and we
use the top- , equals half size of the second group. Hausdorff
metric is popular in computing the similarity among nodes in
two ﬁnite sets. and are considered to be close to each other
if every member in has large interaction importance to at least
half of the members in . The idea is similar to the concept of
group expansion introduced in [59].
Using Hausdorff criterion, we set up an appropriate threshold
, and two groups are considered as neighboring groups if
.When a new node comes in, we compare its aver-
aged interaction degree to a group with another properly
chosen threshold to see if
which indicates the new node is interacting with the group .
We chose so that any non-neighboring groups of ac-
cording to are not interacting with the new node. In this way,
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Algorithm 1: New node incorporation and edge updating
Input: Current ETIN, ,
Output: Evolved ETIN with incorporated and edges
updated
1 Step one: Detect social groups in ETIN
by the approach proposed in Section III-C;
Group distance calculation.
2 foreach each in do
3 foreach each in and do
4 Calculate the inter-group closeness by ;
5 if then
6 Add in ;
7 else if then
8 Add in ;
9 Copy to as 's candidate group set;
10 do
11 foreach in do
12 if then
13 Updating where , delete
from ;
14 Updating where ;
15 Delete from ;
16 if where
then
17 Update by ;
18 while ;
19 return Updated ETIN;
we only need to compute the interactions to and its neigh-
boring groups and update the edge weights in these groups. For
the example presented in Fig. 4(c), , we calculate the
interactions for and nodes in as well as the nodes in
the neighboring group and updating the corresponding edges
and avoid the calculation for non-neighboring groups and .
The entire process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
C. Social Group Detection
Wemake use of the temporal snapshots to examine static ver-
sions of ETIN at different time intervals. We detect the social
groups from a restored static ETIN in a given temporal window
using modularity measure [60].
Definition: Let denote a varying tracklet inter-
action network where represents unique tracklets and the
interactions that exist among the tracklets. We deﬁne a tem-
poral snapshot of to be a network representing
only tracklets and interactions active in a particular time interval
, called the snapshot interval.
A social group, in our case, is deﬁned as a group of nodes in a
speciﬁc snapshot that has large internal interaction importance.
On the other side, nodes in the group will have weak interactions
to the outside nodes. A common way towards detecting com-
munities of people based on the links in a social network is to
recursively divide the entities in the complete network into sub-
groups. We naturally transform the group analysis into ﬁnding
a method from the social network perspective. In order to quan-
tify the goodness of a network partition, modularity has been
widely accepted as a measurement of the partition which has
been found to be robust and effective in many real world net-
works [60].
Basically, modularity is the fraction of connections within
groups subtracting the expected links of the same quantity of
node degrees while the connections are distributed in a random
way. Usually, larger value of modularity indicates more signiﬁ-
cant social grouping phenomenon of nodes. Therefore, our goal
is to divide the nodes into groups such that the modularity of the
entire network is maximized.
1) Problem Definition: Given the evolving
where is the snapshot at the ﬁrst snap-
shot interval, and the rest are the snapshots obtained by
. The problem is to ﬁnd an adaptive algorithm
that efﬁciently identify the groups at any snapshot interval
utilizing the information from the previous interval.
The modularity of two nodes measures the dif-
ference between their connection strength and expectation of
random pair of nodes in the current snapshot of ETIN. Suppose
the neighboring node set of node is where each node is
connected by an edge to , the modularity is deﬁned as,
(5)
Initially, we assign all the nodes in one group, the modularity
of the entire network is the summation of the s of any pair
of nodes. However, if we divide the nodes into two groups, we
use a label vector to denote the group of each node. If
an element , the corresponding node is assigned to the
ﬁrst group, and otherwise, and the modularity of the
network changes to:
(6)
The element values in the vector are determined by ﬁrst
representing in the matrix format, eigen-decomposing it into
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and then is set to if the
corresponding eigenvalue is positive and otherwise. The
strategy for two-subgroup division can be applied to divide the
entire network into multiple groups recursively if we change the
label vector into a matrix where is the number of
groups, it starts from 1 and keeps increasing.We record themod-
ularity before and after a new division as and , then
the modularity gain is measured by . We
stop the recursive division until there is no positive modularity
gain, i.e., . After the top-down division, we assign an
unique ID to each of the detected groups based on the path from
root to leaf in the hierarchical structure.
Now we address the problem of tracing the dynamic social
group changes from one snapshot to the next based on the mod-
ularity maximization criteria. As time goes by, new node could
be incorporated into the network and old node could also be
deleted from the network. Intuitively, adding a new node that
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results in the insertion of one or more intra-group edges, or
deleting an old node that leads to the removal of one or more
inter-group edges in the current snapshot will not weaken the
group structure obtained from the previous snapshot. Similarly,
removing intra-group edges or inserting inter-group edges will
not strengthen the group from the previous snapshot. However,
when two groups have less distractions, adding or deleting an
edge between them may change the structures of them, leading
them either to merge or split further. In this case, we need to de-
termine to which group the new node should join to maximize
the modularity gain.
Inspired by an adaptive network analysis approach intro-
duced in [61], we determine that a new node stays in the
original group or moves to a new group by two kinds of
forces:
is the force to keep stay in and
is the force that attract
into it. Based on these two forces, the node can determine
to stay in an old group if is greater than any of the ,
and vice versa. The proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix A demon-
strates that joining the group with the largest will
maximize the modularity gain.
Accordingly, when a node is removed in the current snapshot,
it may cause a current group broken into subgroups which may
further merge into other groups. To address this problem efﬁ-
ciently and effectively, we utilize the clique percolation method
[62]. When a node is removed, a 3-clique is placed to one of its
neighbor and the clique percolates until no nodes in the orig-
inal group are discovered. The subgroups of original group then
choose the best groups to merge. The algorithm for detecting
the dynamic social groups based on the snapshots is given as
Algorithm 2.
D. Unified Social Group Detection and Tracklet Fragment
Association
We introduce a uniﬁed social group detection and tracklet
association scheme. Sets of short tracklets extracted from two
consecutive snapshots are concatenated into longer tracklets by
using adapted Hungarian algorithm [63] with contextual so-
cial groups. We forward scan the tracklets until the number of
non-overlapping tracklet pairs reaches the maximum number
of detection responses in the frames. The starting and ending
frames of the snapshot are set to the starting frame of the ﬁrst
tracklet and the ending frame of the last tracklet, respectively.
We then restore a static version of the ETIN by including all the
nodes that have a temporal overlap to the sliding window. We
use the approach proposed in Section III-C to detect the social
groups of tracklets and obtain the group ID for each tracklet in
the time window. Finally, we integrate the group information
along with the commonly used appearance and motion models
into the afﬁnity matrix and formulate the linear assignment
problem as:
(7)
(8)
where , is the total number of levels of
the hierarchical grouping and is the function for com-
Algorithm 2: Dynamic Social Group Detection
Input: Current snapshot , detected social groups from
previous snapshot : , new node set ,
removal node set
Output: New hierarchical group structure for the current
snapshot
1 foreach in do
2 if has no adjacent edge then
3 Create a new group with as the single member;
4 Leave other groups and overall intact;
5 else if connects existing groups then
6 foreach neighbor group do
7 Calculate
;
8 Find the maximum ;
9 if then
10 Move to ;
11 else
12 Leave all the groups intact;
13 foreach in do
14 if then
15 Place a 3-clique to one of 's neighbor group;
16 Let the clique percolate until no nodes in are
discovered;
17 Let the rest nodes of merge into other groups
based on ;
18 else
19 Leave all the groups intact;
20 return Dynamically updated social groups;
puting the lowest common group of two tracklets in the hier-
archy. is the correspondence matrix with an element
if tracklets and are linked and 0 otherwise. and
denote the appearance and motion models, respec-
tively. s are the weighting parameters to determine the impor-
tance of each model. After the association process, the newly
generated set of longer tracklets is used as input for the next
round of social group detection and fragment association until
all the tracks for the pedestrians are complete.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We validate our proposed method for understanding the
dynamic social grouping behavior of pedestrians on a collection
of videos from real-world scenes (shopping mall, University
campus, building patio) with different densities of crowds
(low and medium), viewports, and sizes of the target in the
frames. Sample video frames of each sequence are shown in
Figs. 5–7. Each video was recorded using elevated cameras.
The videos were converted to sequences of JPEG ﬁles using the
open source software “Video to Picture Converter” to produce
non-interlaced 24-bit color images at a frame rate of 30 frames
per second. We apply deformable part-based detectors on all
the frames [58]. The detection responses from different frames
are connected to form the initial short tracklets. We show and
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Fig. 5. Group detection results from CAVIAR dataset. The pedestrians that are walking in the same group are marked in the same color. The splitting and merging
behaviors are shown in the last four frames.
Fig. 6. Group detection results from PETS2009 dataset. The scene is more crowded and complex with a lot of occlusions happen among pedestrians. The dynamic
changes of social groups are captured by the color changes of their bounding boxes. The pedestrians with white bounding boxes are walking alone.
Fig. 7. Group detection results from UNIV dataset. Group splitting and merging behaviors are shown in scenario A, B and C. Scenario D demonstrates the effect
of social groups in tracklet association when partial occlusions among group members happen. The social groups are marked in different colors of bounding boxes.
discuss how the detection responses from pedestrian detector
will impact the performance of the uniﬁed social group detec-
tion and tracklet association framework in Section IV-C.
A. Data Collection
The grouping information in the current video datasets is usu-
ally unavailable which requires us to manually determine the
ground-truth pedestrian groups. We have manually labeled two
publicly available datasets that are originally used for multi-
people tracking research purpose: CAVIAR dataset [64] (low
crowd density), PETS2009 [65] (medium/high crowd density).
The ground-truth labeling process is conducted by asking three
human judges to identify groups by assigning individuals with
group IDs. The judges can rewind and play a video as many
times as needed. The ﬁnal consensus of the ground-truth groups
are acquired by using majority voting among the judges. We
also introduced a new dataset named “UNIV” which is collected
from a University building patio from an elevated camera. The
ground-truth for this data are also established by combining de-
cisions made by multiple human judges. There are disagree-
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TABLE I
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GROUP SIZES
ments among the judges on some of the groups which indicates
baseline ambiguity exists in the video sequences. The average
disagreement rate on the number of group over the three datasets
is about 5% percent of the total number of groups.
Feedback from the judges indicates that the difﬁculty of
group identiﬁcation arises when the crowd density increases.
This makes PETS2009 the most difﬁcult dataset to label. Also
it is easier to identify groups from sequences with a camera
viewport direction that is parallel with the walking directions of
the pedestrians than the videos from camera with perpendicular
views to the direction of the walking people.
CAVIAR dataset captures people walking in an indoor shop-
ping mall environment by an elevated camera. In the dataset,
people either walk from near ﬁeld to far ﬁeld or vice versa, and
a lot of social grouping behavior can be observed during their
walking. The merging and splitting of groups also happen fre-
quently over time. There are also partial occlusions between the
members of groups. PETS2009 dataset contains video sequence
recorded in an outdoor scene from an University campus with a
high density of people in each frame (on average 25 people are
visible in each frame). Identifying individuals within a group is
more challenging due to the frequent occlusions and the abrupt
motion changes (direction, velocity, etc.). UNIV dataset is
collected at a large camera angle under bright light conditions.
The crowd density is larger than CAVIAR but smaller than
PETS2009 dataset. However, more grouping behaviors and
other social interactions are involved in this dataset.
The percentage distribution of group sizes from the ground-
truth labeling for the video sequences are summarized in Table I.
B. Quantitative Evaluation
We set s in (2) and s in (8) to . We set the two thresh-
olds and in Algorithm 1. We compare the
performance of our proposed group detection with the following
baseline approaches:
— Baseline-I [8]: A hierarchical agglomerative clustering
based group analysis approach that starts with assigning
each individual into a separate group and gradually merges
the small groups into larger ones. The spatio-temporal dis-
similarity between tracklets of individuals is used as a dis-
tance measure. However, it does not explicitly address the
dynamic changes of social groups.
— Baseline-II [37]: It is another bottom-up group detection
approach that is built upon algorithms for pedestrian detec-
tion and multi-people tracking. The interactions between
individuals are measured by pairwise proximity and ve-
locity without using a network representing the interac-
tions and modularity gain as the group measure.
We compare our ETIN approach with two baseline ap-
proaches using the evaluation metric as the Percentage of
correctly detected Social Groups (PSG) of different sizes.
We measure the inﬂuence of simultaneous groups by using
Percentage of correctly detected social groups of Any size as a
function of the number of Simultaneous groups (PAS). We also
TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON CAVIAR DATASET
compare the performance of different approaches in tracking
the dynamic social group changes (splitting and merging) by
using Percentage of correctly detected Dynamic group Changes
(PDC), which is deﬁned as the number of correctly detected
group changes by our uniﬁed detection and association ap-
proach, divided by the total number of ground-truth changes
marked manually in the video frames.
1) Results on CAVIAR Dataset: We automatically detected
pedestrians and generated the tracklets, and carried out the
ETIN construction and modularity-based hierarchical group
detection to understand the social grouping behaviors. Sample
results are shown in Fig. 5. The statistical results are sum-
marized in Table II. From the table we can observe that, all
the approaches are able to identify the pedestrians walking
alone with a high percentage of correctness. However, when
the group size increases, the PSG scores from Baseline-I and
Baseline-II degrades more than for our approach, which implies
that our approach is more robust in detecting social groups in
larger sizes. Further, when the group size is larger than 2, our
PSG score is relatively stable which demonstrates the power of
our network representation of tracklet interactions is stronger
as compared to the pairwise social interaction representation
used in other approaches. Baseline-I achieves relatively the
same low score of PDC as Baseline-II which indicates that
they do not actively address the dynamic group changes. This
suggests that our uniﬁed framework for social group detection
and tracklet association that utilizes temporal snapshots at
different time intervals yields better performance in tracking
the dynamic changes of social groups. Our approach achieves
the best performance when more than one group appear simul-
taneously measured by the PAS scores. When more than two
groups appears at the same time, our approach can still maintain
a relatively large score (61.3%) which demonstrates that our
approach can effectively handle the inﬂuences across groups.
2) Results on PETS2009 Dataset: Similar experiments were
conducted on the shorter but more challenging PETS2009
dataset. The scores of the evaluation metrics are summarized
in Table III. Our approach gives better results (though reduced
PSGs and PDC scores) for group detection and dynamic
behavior tracking performance as compared to the other two ap-
proaches. Some sample detected groups and pedestrian walking
behaviors are shown in Fig. 6. Even for this harder problem,
our approach still demonstrates a substantial agreement (more
than 50% of correctness) with the ground-truth not only on the
different group sizes (1, 2, 3, 4 and more than 4), but also on
the dynamic changes of the memberships of the groups.
A further investigation on the results shows that the PSG per-
formance of our approach is not as stable as on the CAVIAR
dataset. It degrades gradually as the number of members in
the groups increase. A potential reason is that the crowd is in
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Fig. 8. The PSG measure is compared across the three approaches, as the percentage of false detections varies on (a) CAVIAR, (b) PETS2009 and (c) UNIV.
TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON PETS2009 DATASET
TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON UNIV DATASET
medium/high density and the group members tend to walk in
a random pattern to avoid collisions to other pedestrians which
results in a weakened social interactions among group mem-
bers. For a moderate crowd of 25 people per frame, our PDC
score is above 0.5, which still indicates a reasonable to good
performance of our approach in tracking the dynamic group
changes. The PAS scores have decreased to 51.9% compared to
the CAVIAR dataset when more than two groups appear simul-
taneously. This implies that incorrect group information exerts
on single person will have negative inﬂuence on the tracking
performance when the density of the pedestrians is large and
occlusion becomes a challenging problem.
3) Results on UNIV Dataset: To further evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our approach in understanding the dynamic social
groups, we applied the approach on the UNIV dataset where
more social grouping behaviors are involved in a natural set-
ting. The inter-group interactions are easier to be distinguished
from the intra-group interactions in the ﬁrst few frames because
the groups are coming from different corners in the scene and
the walking direction of each group is different. However, it be-
comes more challenging when the groups begins to merge and
re-split in the middle frames of the video. A quantitative com-
parison is shown in Table IV.
From Table IV we can observe that although the PSG scores
drop to some degree compared to the scores from the CAVIAR
dataset, the performance of our approach still exceeds the Base-
lines which demonstrates that the dynamic group analysis model
and the uniﬁed group detection and tracklet association frame-
work work effectively on this dataset where group information
plays a positive role in concatenating tracklets of group mem-
bers while intense occlusion happens. Overall, our proposed ap-
proach achieves the best results over the other approaches in
PSG scores in all the group sizes. However, as compared to
the CAVIAR dataset, the PDC scores from all the approaches
have decreased to some extent as UNIV has much more dy-
namic social interactions that are interlaced with a large number
of occlusions.
There are considerable drops in the PDC scores for the
two Baselines compared to our method, particularly for the
Baseline-II where the score drops from 31.2% in the CAVIAR
dataset to 11.9%. The primary reason is that the other two
methods do not handle group changes explicitly by investi-
gating the group member interactions over time. The PAS score
shows that our approach can still achieve a relatively good
performance when more group dynamics (appear, disappear,
merge, split) are involved.
C. Impact From False Detection
It is to be noted that the underlying detection errors could
propagate to the group detection process in all the approaches
that are based on pedestrian detection. To show that to what ex-
tent these approaches rely on accurate detection responses, we
artiﬁcially introduce three types of false detections into the cor-
rect detection responses. They are: misdetections which repre-
sent the type of missing data, false responses and inaccurate
detections that represent outliers and noises separately. The ﬁrst
type of false detections is added by randomly erasing correct de-
tections and the rest two types are added by setting detections
at random locations that do not cover correct detections. All the
three types of false detections are added together at the percent-
ages [0, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%] of the total number of de-
tections in the three datasets. The group detection performance
measured by PSG-2 as a function of false detection percentages
is shown in Fig. 8.
The results from Fig. 8 show that the robustness of our ap-
proach given unreliable detection responses. As expected, our
approach maintains the best performance when the false detec-
tion percentage increases. This indicates that social groups are
important contextual cues when the short tracklets are linked
to form longer ones; if a group member is occluded by other
pedestrians in the scene, the other group members that have
close tracklet interactions can contribute to the estimation of the
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TABLE V
QUANTITATIVE TRACKING PERFORMANCE ON FM DATASET
tracks of the occluded group member. The performance of the
other two approaches that do not consider using group informa-
tion in forming the trajectories drops as more false detections
are obtained.
D. Application: Pedestrian Tracking
The focus of this paper is our novel approach in under-
standing dynamic social grouping behaviors by clustering
trajectories using a social network analysis based method. How-
ever, tracking individuals by generating reliable tracks is itself
a non-trivial task because of the complexity of the environment.
Therefore, for completeness, we utilize our social grouping
analysis framework in this section to address the individual
tracking problem, which is capable of producing reasonable
results that can be compared with other state-of-the-art tracking
methods. Tracking individuals in the crowd is formulated as a
multi-target tracking problem. We use our modiﬁed Hungarian
algorithm that is integrated with individual group information
to perform multi-target data association between current tra-
jectory hypotheses and the trajectories in the following frames
(see Section III-D for more detail). Our modiﬁed Hungarian
algorithm ﬁnds an optimal bipartite marching between tracklets
not only based on the physical similarity but also based on the
group similarity.
We evaluate our approach using the following dataset:
1) Friends Meet (FM) [66]: contains groups of pedestrians
that appear, disappear and evolve (split and merge) over time.
The dataset is composed of 53 sequences for a total of 16286
frames.We use a subset of 25 sequences that contains sequences
in real-life outdoor scenes. The range of the individuals in a
single frame is between 3 and 11.
We use the following metrics to evaluate the performance:
2) MOTP (Multi-Object Tracking Precision) [71]: which
we deﬁne as the total error for associated tracklet-hypothesis
pairs across all the time sliding windows, averaged by the total
number of associations made. The value is the lower the better.
3) MOTA (Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy) [71]: which
equals one minus the mismatch rate in the data association
process. It is similar to metrics widely used in other domains
such as the word error rate (WER) used in speech recognition.
The value is the larger the better.
We compare with the following approaches as baselines:
—DEEPER-JIGT (DEcentralizEd Particle ﬁltER for Joint
Individual-Group Tracking) [66]: a joint individual-group
tracking framework based on decentralized particle ﬁl-
tering which factorizes the joint individual-group state
space in two conditionally dependent subspaces. The
approach is specialized in real-time tracking scenario.
—VAR3 [66]: a variant of DEEPER-JIGT which separates
individual from group tracking in two different particle
ﬁlters thus blocks the contribution of the group clustering.
The results on FM dataset are summarized in Table V. Our
approach reaches the best performances in terms of the MOTP
and MOTA evaluation. Moreover, the group information has
been demonstrated as a crucial source to boosting the individual
tracking. By pruning away the group information (VAR3), the
performances decrease dramatically compared to other two ap-
proaches (DEEPER-JIGT and our ETIN) which build the con-
nection between groups and individuals. In our uniﬁed social
group detection and tracklet fragment association framework,
the individual tracklets consider the inﬂuence from the groups
in the data association process which shows the effectiveness of
injecting group-driven dynamics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a principled method for understanding the
social grouping behavior of pedestrians as well as a uniﬁed
framework for tracking the dynamic social group changes and
tracklet association based on the temporal snapshots of the
introduced evolving tracklet interaction network (ETIN). Our
novel model addressed the social group understanding problem
in video sequences from a social network perspective. The
novelties included representing tracklets of pedestrians and
their interactions in a network which is evolving over time and
carrying out modularity to divide the tracklets into hierarchical
subgroups. The dynamic changes of social groups are detected
using the restored static temporal snapshots of the original
network based on the time overlaps. In experiments, we showed
that our method is adapted to dynamic grouping behaviors such
as merging and splitting and it is robust in detecting social
groups of different densities.
APPENDIX
PROOF OF THE MAXIMAL MODULARITY GAIN
Theorem 1: Suppose a new node with degree is added
into the group that gives the maximum , then adding to
gives the maximal modularity gain.
Proof: Let be another group of and . We
would like to prove that joining into will give less modu-
larity gain than joining . Let denotes the total degree of
nodes in , and let denotes half of the summation of the
total edge weights in . The overall modularity when joins
is
(9)
where is the summation of other modularity gains. Similarly,
adding to will give
(10)
and
(11)
since is the group that gives the maximum , we have
(12)
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which means
(13)
therefore, and the conclusion is true.
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